
Lesson 1: Columbus Selling 
His Idea

Unit 3
Grade 4



Warm Up

A friend comes up to you and invites you to go on a nice long 
trip. You get excited and say yes. Your friend then says, 
“GREAT, let’s try going west to get east.”

Explain how you would respond to your friend. 



We are going to learn about a 
man named Marco Polo. 

Have you ever played the 
game Marco Polo?

Do you know who Marco Polo 
is?



Who can find Italy and China on the map? 
Where is Marco Polo’s route?

The green line shows the route from Venice to Beijing.

The blue lines show the route of their return trip. 









“The Enterprise of the Indies” 

Christopher Columbus went 
around to kings and queens in 
Europe asking them to pay for his 
plan that he called the Enterprise 
of the Indies. That plan was to 
sail to the Far East by sailing 
west.



Resource 4: Create a Timeline Using the 
Dates and Events Listed Below.

● 1485 - Portugal said no to Columbus. 
● 1483 - Columbus proposed his 

Enterprise of the Indies
● 1487 - Spain set up commission to 

study the idea
● 1492 - Queen Isabella agreed to 

Columbus’ idea
● 1290 - The Travels of Marco Polo

book was published
● 1486 - Spain said no to Columbus



Check you timeline

Let’s reflect:
1. How much time passed between 

when Columbus came up with his 
Enterprise of the Indies idea and 
when Spain finally agreed to sponsor 
his Enterprise of the Indies?

2. Why do you think it might have taken 
that long?

1290 - The Travels of Marco 
Polo book was published

1483 - Columbus proposed 
his Enterprise of the Indies

1485 - Portugal said no to 
Columbus.

1486 - Spain said no to 
Columbus

1487 - Spain set up 
commission to study the idea

1492 - Queen Isabella agreed 
to Columbus’ idea

The next part of the lesson will focus on that last question: Why do you 
think it might have taken so long for Columbus to convince Spain to fund 
his Enterprise of the Indies?  

You will now give them two clues and see if they can figure out the reason.



When you look at the 
clues, focus on these 
two things:
1. Why did it take so 

long for Columbus 
to find a sponsor for 
his Enterprise of the 
Indies?

2. Why was he finally 
sponsored?



Essential Questions

1. Why was Columbus’ Enterprise of the Indies considered 
so radical?

2. Why did it take so long for Columbus to find a country to 
pay for his Enterprise of the Indies?


